2016-2017 Policy Topic Overview

CHINA
Resolved: The United States federal government should
substantially increase its economic and/or diplomatic
engagement with the People’s Republic of China.

by Stefan Bauschard
Introduction
If you ask someone what the 2016-17 debate topic is, they will
say the topic is “China.” They are right that the topic area is
China, and since China is a country of one billion plus people
that is becoming a leading global power, and since the U.S.
engages China in many different ways on a daily basis, China as
a topic area is a fascinating one for debate.
But the resolution more carefully focuses the question to
whether or not the United States should significantly increase
its “diplomatic and/or economic engagement” with China.
Directing the Affirmative to such engagement substantially
limits the topic, both substantively and strategically.
In this essay, I will review what it means to engage China
through economic and/or diplomatic means, review the
major issues for potential engagement, and discuss strategic
considerations for both the Affirmative and the Negative.

Diplomatic and/or Economic Engagement:
Key Questions
I think there are four issues regarding “diplomatic and/or
economic engagement” that will be important to determining
both the potential breadth of the topic and available Negative
counterplan ground:
1) Over what issues can the engagement occur? For
example, it seems obvious that economic engagement
can occur over trade, but it is less obvious that economic
engagement can cover military issues. Can diplomatic
engagement occur over military issues and are there any
limits to what constitutes diplomatic engagement?
2) How do we engage? This how question focuses on actions
like providing economic aid, negotiating trade deals,

engaging in talks and supporting direct financial investment
in industries in the topic countries. These are just a few
examples.
3) Can engagement be conditional? In other words, is it
topical for the U.S. to offer a reduction in trade barriers,
for example, in exchange for action by one of the topic
countries in some particular area(s)? This bargain is
referred to as a quid pro quo (qpq). Related to this, if it
is determined that engagement can be conditional, the
question that will arise is if the Affirmative plan has to be
conditional. In other words, must a topical engagement
plan include a quid pro quo? The conditionality question
is really a second formulation of the how question. If
engagement requires a qpq, it means that most cases are
likely to hurt relations.
4) Does engagement require the United States federal
government to interact with China? This is somewhat
related to the last question, but even short of a quid
pro quo, if the U.S. engages China, does the U.S. have to
interact with China’s government, or can the U.S. simply
lift a trade restriction it currently has on China? If the plan
has to involve an interaction, teams can counterplan (when
it is feasible) to simply remove the restriction and not
interact.
Suggested answers to each of these questions will be
provided in the next sections. The implication of the answers
for topicality arguments is also previewed.
What issues can be covered by economic engagement?
The core question here is how the term “economic” limits
the topic beyond what would be true if the topic simply
said “increase its engagement with…” Obviously, the term
“economic” limits the type of engagement, but contextual
usage evidence doesn’t suggest that there is too much of a
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Eda^Xn9ZWViZ8]^cV
limit. I’ve found contextual evidence that supports including
all of the following in economic engagement:



















IgVYZ
>c[dgbVi^dciZX]cdad\n
>ckZhibZci
<ZcZgVaZck^gdcbZciVa^hhjZh
;dgZhiVcYlZiaVcYXdchZgkVi^dc
LViZgVcYV^gfjVa^in
HbVaaVcYbZY^jb"h^oZYZciZgeg^hZhHB:h
=ZVai]XVgZ
8aZVcZcZg\n!^cXajY^c\gZcZlVWaZZcZg\n
:aZXig^X^inegdYjXi^dcVcYigVchb^hh^dc
CjXaZVgedlZg
<ZcZgVaZcZg\nhZXjg^in
9Z[ZchZVcYhZXjg^in
:Xdcdb^XYZkZadebZci
>ciZaaZXijVaegdeZgin
GZYjX^c\Xdggjei^dc
;ddYgZ\jaVi^dc
:ck^gdcbZciVagZ\jaVi^dc

Specifically, in the context of China, it includes day-today interactions and discussions of trade policy, bilateral
investment, bilateral dialogues, trade and investment, cyber
security, climate change, clean energy, the rule of law, and
global economic issues.
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chaired by the Treasury Secretary and a Chinese Vice
Premier and designed to serve as the primary mechanism
[dgXddgY^cVi^c\ZXdcdb^XgZaVi^dch#6iÑghi!i]Z?:8
agenda was broad. In 1982, for example, it included
proposals for a bilateral investment treaty and for what
became the Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade, or
?88I#DkZgi^bZ!]dlZkZg!i]Z?:8ZkdakZYidXdcXZcigViZ
mostly on financial issues, while the JCCT covered
commercial issues. Trade policy lVh]VcYaZY^ci]ZLID
accession negotiations, and then increasingly added to the
JCCT agenda. As our relationship grew, so did the modes of
engagement. By the mid-2000s, the U.S. government had
dozens of bilateral dialogues with China, many of them
with an economic focus. … The Obama Administration
chose to broaden the SED, adding the strategic track
hdi]Vi^iWZXVbZi]ZHigViZ\^XVcY:Xdcdb^X9^Vad\jZ#
6hVÅl]daZd[\dkZgcbZciÆY^Vad\jZ!i]ZHVcY:9]Vh
proven to be a powerful tool for engaging across the array
of complex issues in our relationship—from trade and
investment, to cybersecurity and pandemic response,
to development finance and climate change. LZ]VkZ
seen some notable successes, including last year, as the
SandED brought together foreign affairs, energy, and
economic agencies on both sides to advance our work
on climate change and clean energy cooperation. ... They
discuss not only bilateral issues but also global economic
developments and broader strategic issues.

Nathan Sheets, Undersecretary, Department of the
Treasury, April 29, 2015, Remarks by Undersecretary Nathan
Sheets at the Center for Strategic and International
Studies, <https://www.treasury.gov/press-center/pressreleases/Pages/jl10039.aspx> DOA: 1-10-2016.

Since trade often involves weapons and potential weapons
components, economic engagement can likely include military
issues in certain instances.

It’s a great pleasure to be here among so many proponents
of economic engagement with China. I know many of you
have devoted a good deal of your careers to this endeavor.
>ceVgi^XjaVg!BVii!i]Zldg`i]VindjVcY8H>H]VkZYdcZ
over the years has been enormously helpful as we try
to improve our strategies and tactics for engaging with
China bilaterally and multilaterally. In that context, I will
focus my remarks today on an important mechanism for
this engagement, the Strategic and Economic Dialogue
(SandED). Around this time of year, the question we are
Vh`ZYbdhid[iZcVWdjii]ZHVcY:9^h/ÅL]Zc^h^i\d^c\
to be held?” And we usually say—as I will today—that we
will announce the dates later. But here’s a more accurate
VchlZg/ÅI]ZHVcY:9^hVXijVaan]ZaYZkZgnYVnÆ>cgZVa^in!
i]ZHVcY:9^hbjX]bdgZi]Vc_jhiildYVnhd[bZZi^c\h
in early summer. It’s not an event, but rather a mechanism.
A mechanism for managing and building the relationship
between the world’s two largest economies, and it’s
powered by day-in and day-out interactions. ... But let’s
begin by looking back at how we framed our economic
engagement with China even earlier, in the years before
i]ZH:9#EgZh^YZciCarter and Deng Xiaoping created
the U.S.-China Joint Economic Committee soon after
the establishment of diplomatic relations. It was initially

=dlYdZhi]ZiZgbÅY^eadbVi^XÆZc\V\ZbZcia^b^ii]Zide^X
WZndcY^[i]Zide^X]VYh^beanhV^Y!ÅZc\V\ZbZci#ÆLZ`cdl
that the topic allows economic engagement, but is there
anything else that is allowed by diplomatic engagement that
is not allowed by economic engagement? (Note: It may be
the case that diplomatic engagement includes economic
engagement, but we need to know what else may be covered
by diplomatic engagement to see how much the topic
enlarges beyond economic engagement.)
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9dZhÅY^eadbVi^XZc\V\ZbZciÆjcYZgb^cZa^b^ih4

Robert N. Haass, Director of Foreign Policy Studies,
Brookings, 2000, Survival, Vol 42, No. 2, Summer, p. 114-5.
Architects of engagement strategies can choose from
a wide variety of incentives. Economic engagement
might offer tangible incentives such as export credits,
investment insurance or promotion, access to technology,
loans or economic aid. Other equally useful economic
incentives involve the removal of penalties such as trade
embargoes, investment bans or high tariffs, which have
impeded economic relations between the United States
and the target country. Facilitated entry into the global
economic arena and the institutions that govern it rank
among the most potent incentives in today’s global

Eda^Xn9ZWViZ8]^cV
market. Similarly, political engagement can involve the
lure of diplomatic recognition, access to regional or
international institutions, the scheduling of summits
between leaders—or the termination of these benefits.
Now that we have covered both diplomatic and economic
engagement, the question is, is any type of engagement
ZmXajYZY4Bdhih^\c^ÑXVcian!XVcY^eadbVi^XZc\V\ZbZci
include engagement over military issues? It seems like it
includes engagement over at least some military issues, such
as joint exercises.
A^hV8jgi^h!HZc^dgGZhZVgX];Zaadl!I]Z=Zg^iV\Z;djcYVi^dc!
July 16, 2014, Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee on
CZVg:VhiZgcVcYHdji]VcY8ZcigVa6h^Vc6÷V^gh=ZVg^c\0
Å>cY^heZchVWaZEVgicZghÃGZZcZg\^o^c\J#H#">cY^VI^Zh!Æ
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2014/06/afteri]Z"ZaZXi^dc"deedgijc^in"[dg"gZk^iVa^o^c\"jh^cY^V"gZaVi^dch
DOA: 2-10-16.
L]^aZi]Z^gZXdcdb^Xi^ZheVaZ^cXdbeVg^hdcidi]dhZ
between China and India, Indo-Japanese diplomatic
engagement has intensified in recent years. Japanese
:beZgdg6`^]^ideV^YVgVgZk^h^iidCZl9Za]^^caViZ'%&(#
>cY^VcEg^bZB^c^hiZgH^c\]bVYZV]^hidg^X[djg"YVnk^h^i
idId`nd^cBVn'%&(!^cl]^X]the two sides signed a joint
statement pledging nuclear cooperation and expanded
joint naval exercises.
Other evidence suggests that it can include threats:
Sean P. Quirk, November 9, 2015. Lieutenant (junior grade),
^hVJ#H#CVknHjg[VXZLVg[VgZDöXZghiVi^dcZY^cEZVga
=VgWdg!=VlV^^#=Z^hVahdVNdjc\AZVYZgVcYcdc"gZh^YZci
LH9"=VcYV;Zaadll^i]i]ZEVX^ÑX;dgjb8H>H#=Z
previously lived in Beijing, China, The Diplomat, Reconciling
8]^cVÈhEA6C/HigViZ\^X>ciZgkZci^dc!IVXi^XVa:c\V\ZbZci!
http://thediplomat.com/2015/11/reconciling-chinas-planstrategic-intervention-with-tactical-engagement/ DOA:
1-10-16.
Diplomatically, Washington should hold a strategic
intervention with Beijing to address China’s bad neighbor
policy: The United States will never accept the Chinese
strategy of rapidly expanding its maritime domain at
the price of international law and the sovereignty of its
neighbors. There are already several forums for U.S.China strategic discussion, among them the Strategic and
Economic Dialogue, Strategic Security Dialogue, Defense
Consultative Talks (DCT), Asia-Pacific Security Dialogue,
and the Assistant Secretary Sub-Dialogue. Conveying U.S.
concerns and intentions in these bilateral strategic forums
allow Beijing to save face on the international stage. ... The
goal of this strategic intervention would be to pressure
Beijing to back down from its destabilizing belligerence
in the East and South China Seas. ... The United States
should, however, continue to demand that all claimants
resolve disputes through peaceful arbitration, never with

the use of force. ... Washington should make clear that
China would face international repercussions for further
militarization of international waters, to include United
Nations condemnation and possible sanctions.
The evidence reproduced in this section establishes two
important points:
One, diplomatic engagement is much broader than economic
engagement, so topicality violations that argue that the
Affirmative is not “economic engagement” are not particularly
useful since Affirmative teams can claim they fall under
“diplomatic engagement,” which is quite broad. In fact, it is
arguably so broad that it really doesn’t limit the topic much
at all, leading it to functionally read, the United States federal
government should increase its engagement with China.
“Diplomatic and/or economic” is arguably a useless modifier.
Second, there is a strong argument that diplomatic
engagement makes the topic bidirectional because it
XVc^cXajYZegZhhjgZ#L]^aZiZVbhbVnl^cide^XVa^in
“interpretation” debates that the Affirmative must be a
“positive incentive” for the purpose of limits and avoiding
bidirectionality, the literature clearly indicates that “diplomatic
engagement” includes pressure—in other words, “sticks” as
well as “carrots.”

=dl does the U.S. engage?
As noted, this question is also related to the third question
because whether or not engagement can (or should) include
a quid pro quo is a how question related to engagement. I
separated them because the conditionality question applies
to all other how issues and is really a core question about the
types of acceptable Negative counterplans. For example, the
U.S. might engage by providing foreign aid, but whether or not
that aid can or should be delivered as part of a quid pro quo
is a separate question. Similarly, can the plan topically make a
simple trade concession, or does the plan have to offer it as
part of a quid pro quo to be topical?
In terms of specific mechanisms for engagement, contextual
evidence exists for engaging in all of the following ways:












DöX^VaXdciVXihl^i]i]Z\dkZgcbZci
6XVYZb^XZmX]Vc\Zh
IldigVX`Y^Vad\jZh
9ZkZadebZciegd\gVbh[dgZ^\cV^Y
Egdk^Y^c\adVch
Ldg`^c\i]gdj\]cdc"\dkZgcbZciVadg\Vc^oVi^dch
C<DH
:cVWa^c\>ciZgcVi^dcVa;^cVcX^Va>chi^iji^dch>;>hid
support work in the topic countries
CZ\di^Vi^c\igVYZV\gZZbZcihVcY[VX^a^iVi^c\igVYZi^Zh
9ZkZade^c\hiVcYVgYhVcYegVXi^XZh[dgWjh^cZhhZh
Jh^c\i]ZJ#H#6\ZcXn[dg>ciZgcVi^dcVa9ZkZadebZci
(AID) to support business development
:cXdjgV\^c\di]ZgXdjcig^ZhidgZYjXZigVYZWVgg^Zgh
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Eda^Xn9ZWViZ8]^cV
 Egdk^Y^c\k^hVhid^cY^k^YjVah^cdi]ZgXdjcig^Zhi]^h
lVhVcZci^gZXdaaZ\ZgZhdaji^dc
 Hjeedgi^c\^cXgZVhZY^ckZhibZci
 =Zae^c\J#H#XdbeVc^ZhcVk^\ViZi]ZWjh^cZhhXa^bViZ
 HigZc\i]Zc^c\bZVhjgZhidegdiZXi^ciZaaZXijVa
property
 :cXdjgV\^c\Xdjcig^Zhid^ckZhi^ci]ZJ#H#
 >ciZ\gVi^c\Xdjcig^Zh^cidi]Z\adWVaZXdcdb^XhnhiZb
 GZYjXi^dc^chVcXi^dchVcYdi]ZgigVYZWVgg^Zgh
 ;VX^a^iVi^c\VXi^dcWn>;>h
 7ddhi^c\XVe^iVa^ckZhibZci
 Hjeedgi^c\_d^ciiZX]cdad\nYZkZadebZci
 Egdk^Y^c\iZX]c^XVaXddeZgVi^dcdcZcZg\n
environment
 ;VX^a^iVi^c\i]ZYZkZadebZcid[gZ\jaVi^dc
Some of these mechanisms are more or less relevant in
the context of China, but that are all generally considered
mechanisms of engagement#BVcnd[i]ZhZVgZdWk^djhancdi
qpqs.
There is some evidence that says that U.S. economic
engagement also includes engagement by private actors
ÃWjh^cZhhZhVcYcdcegdÑidg\Vc^oVi^dchi]ViVgZcdi
i^ZYidi]Z\dkZgcbZci#L]^aZi]^heg^kViZZc\V\ZbZci
constitutes economic engagement by the United States, it
would not constitute the federal government’s economic
engagement and the resolution does say the U.S. has to
increase its engagement.
It is important to point out here that it is really
the how question that determines what constitutes
engagement. One way to look to define economic
engagement is to look at what economic issues engagement
can occur over. This list of economic issues was provided
above in discussion of the first question. It is important,
]dlZkZg!idZbe]Vh^oZi]ViZc\V\ZbZci^hgZVaan
a process and that if the Affirmative plan uses one of the
tools discussed in answering the second question, the plan
likely uses economic engagement, even if that economic
engagement occurs over non-economic military issues.
8Vcdgbjhi engagement be conditional?
Affirmatives will likely use one of the following engagement
mechanisms that have been listed above. The major
outstanding question is whether or not the Affirmative can
topically choose to make that engagement conditional and
whether or not they have to make the “how” conditional in
order for the action of the “how” to constitute engagement.
At least in the context of economic engagement, there is
evidence that supports both interpretations of the term—
that it can be both conditional and unconditional.
B^aZhKahler!<gVYjViZHX]ddad[>ciZgcVi^dcVaGZaVi^dch
and Pacific Studies, University of California, San
9^Z\d!HXdiiA#@VhicZg!9ZeVgibZcid[<dkZgcbZciVcY
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Eda^i^Xh!Jc^kZgh^ind[BVgnaVcY!'%%+!?djgcVad[EZVXZ
GZhZVgX]!ÅHigViZ\^XJhZhd[:Xdcdb^X>ciZgYZeZcYZcXZ/
:c\V\ZbZciEda^X^Zhdci]Z@dgZVcEZc^chjaVVcY6Xgdhh
the Taiwan Strait,” 43(5), p. 52.
L]^aZi]ZYZiZgb^cVcihVcYZ÷ZXi^kZcZhhd[ZXdcdb^X
sanctions have been the subject of a substantial and
growing literature in international relations, much less
attention has been given to economic engagement
strategies, where a country deliberately expands economic
ties with an adversary to change the target’s behavior. This
article develops a theoretical framework that distinguishes
between three types of engagement strategies:
conditional policies that directly link economic ties
to changed behavior in the target state; unconditional
policies where economic interdependence is meant to act
as a constraint on the behavior of the target state; and
unconditional policies where economic interdependence
is meant to effect a transformation in the foreign policy
goals of the target state.
Although this previous card is in the context of economic
engagement, there is no reason to believe that the same
analysis would not apply to other forms of engagement and
there is evidence that “engagement” includes both.
B^X]VZaDÈ=Vcadc!7gdd`^c\h!?VcjVgn-!'%&+!L]ViDWVbV
<ZihG^\]i6Wdji6bZg^XVÈh6h^VEda^Xn!1]iie/$$lll#
brookings.edu/blogs/order-from-chaos/posts/2016/01/08state-of-union-asia-pacific-policy-ohanlon> DOA: 1-10-15.
B^X]VZaDÈ=VcadcheZX^Va^oZh^ccVi^dcVahZXjg^inVcY
YZ[ZchZeda^Xn#7Z[dgZ_d^c^c\7gdd`^c\h!DÈ=Vcadcldg`ZY
as a national security analyst at the Congressional Budget
DöXZ#=^hXjggZcigZhZVgX]V\ZcYV^cXajYZhb^a^iVgn
strategy and technology, Northeast Asia, U.S. Central
Command and defense budgets, among other defense
VcYhZXjg^in^hhjZh#=^hbdhigZXZciWdd`^hÅI]Z;jijgZd[
AVcYLVg[VgZÆ7gdd`^c\h>chi^iji^dcEgZhh!'%&*#
The Asia-Pacific region is a promising but dangerous one.
The pillars of Obama’s Asia policy are, in effect:
 6]VgYanYgVbVi^Xb^a^iVgnÅgZWVaVcXZÆidi]ZWgdVYZg
Asia-Pacific region that, among other things, will
increase the share of the Navy based or deployed there
from 50 percent (the historic average) to 60 percent of
i]ZidiVaJ#H#ÒZZiWn'%'%0
 I]ZIgVch"EVX^ÑXEVgicZgh]^eIEEigVYZV\gZZbZcii]Vi
will include most of the region’s key economies besides
China, assuming that Congress (and other nations’
aZ\^haVijgZhgVi^ÑZhi]ZVXXdgY0
 7j^aY^c\dci]ZVXXdbea^h]bZcihd[EgZh^YZci7^aa
8a^cidcVcYEgZh^YZci=#L#7jh]^c^begdk^c\i]Z
U.S.-India relationship across economic, security, and
Y^eadbVi^Xhe]ZgZh0VcY
 A policy of engagement with China that promotes
cooperation on issues like energy, climate, and broader
economic policy, while also pushing back against China

Eda^Xn9ZWViZ8]^cV
on issues like cybersecurity and the military’s activities
in the South China Sea.
The bidirectionally is true in the context of China:
9Vk^Y;^c`ZahiZ^c!Y^gZXidgd[8]^cVhijY^ZhVi8C60VcY
=Zg^iV\ZHZc^dgGZhZVgX];Zaadlh!=Zg^iV\Z;djcYVi^dc
Panel Discussion, September 24, 2015.
But we must also understand that economic engagement
with China means ensuring that they participate fairly in
our system. First and foremost, China needs significant
improvements to its legal system and to further open
its economy to foreign and private investment. Another
reform that China must undertake, urgently undertake, is
combating the theft of foreign intellectual property. ... To
effect these changes, we need a carrots and stick strategy
of increasing economic engagement with China that
brings international norms and transparency, while holding
firm on these fundamental principles.
Although the piece of evidence above indicates that
engagement can be conditional or unconditional, there
is contrary evidence on both sides that sets up all of the
following topicality arguments on the Negative:
1) Affirmative plans cannot be unconditional0
engagement requiresVfj^Yegdfjd0
2) Affirmative plans cannot be conditional0Zc\V\ZbZci
must always be positive and cannot be negative.
In regards to this second topicality argument, it is important
to articulate a distinction between positive and negative
conditions. A positive condition, for example, would be
rewarding China with lifting a trade restriction if it frees
political prisoners. A negative condition, for example, would
be applying another trade sanction if it does not release
political prisoners (or increase Internet freedom).
There is good evidence that negative conditions are not
engagement but that positive conditions are part of
engagement.
B^X]VZaMastanduno, government professor, Dartmouth,
2003!I]ZHigViZ\nd[:Xdcdb^X:c\V\ZbZci/I]Zdgn
VcYEgVXi^XZ!^c:YlVgY9#BVchÑZaYVcY7g^VcB#Edaa^ch!
ZYh!:Xdcdb^X>ciZgYZeZcYZcXZVcY>ciZgcVi^dcVa8dcÒ^Xi/
CZlEZgheZXi^kZhdcVc:cYjg^c\9ZWViZ!e#&-)"*#
The approach taken in this chapter focuses instead
at the state level, on the expansion of economic
interdependence as a tool of state craft. Under what
circumstances does the cultivation of economic ties,
that is, the fostering of economic interdependence
as a conscious state strategy, lead to important and
predictable changes in the foreign policy behavior of a
target state? Students of economic statecraft refer to this

strategy variously as economic engagement, economic
inducement, economic diplomacy, positive sanctions,
positive economic linkage, or the use of economic
“carrots” instead of sticks. Critics of the strategy call it
economic appeasement.
There is also evidence that negative and positive conditions
together constitute economic engagement.
<gZ\Forcese, 2002!76!BX<^aa0B6!8VgaZidc0AA#7#!
DiiVlV0AA#B#!NVaZ0BZbWZgd[i]Z7Vghd[CZlNdg`!
DciVg^dVcYi]Z9^hig^Xid[8dajbW^V#6hhdX^ViZ!=j\]Zh!
=jWWVgYGZZY!AAE!LVh]^c\idc!NVaZ=jbVcG^\]ih
9ZkZadebZciAVl?djgcVa!Å<adWVa^o^c\9ZXZcXn/
GZhedch^WaZ:c\V\ZbZci^cVc:gVd[:Xdcdb^X
Integration,” p. 42.
At the margins, “conditionalities” inducing adherence
to codes of conduct and sanctions blur together. For
instance, while selective purchasing need not constitute
a boycott, the Burma and South Africa procurement
regimes discussed above are clearly designed to
curtail economic engagement with unpalatable regimes.
Measures insisting on divestment cross a subtle boundary,
going beyond the “mitigation” goal of the second prong
of responsible engagement. They clearly constitute
sanctions!i]Zegdeg^Zind[l]^X]bjhiWZhXgji^c^oZY
with an eye to the various concerns about sanctions, their
effectiveness and secondary effects.
The interpretations of economic engagement related to
whether or not it can be conditional or unconditional
are both winnable, however, and this has two important
implications for next year’s debates.
First, debaters that are good at debating topicality can win
debates on both sides. If the Affirmative plan is a quid pro
quo, the negative can argue that it cannot be a quid pro quo.
If the Affirmative plan is not a quid pro quo, the negative can
argue that it has to be a quid pro quo.
Second, different types of Affirmative plans set-up different
types of Negative counterplans. If the Affirmative plan is not
conditional, Negative teams can advocate a counterplan to
condition the plan on one of the topic countries adopting
a particular policy. Popular net-benefits to this counterplan
will be Politics (it will be more popular to ask for something
in return than to just give something away) and the advantage
that stems from adding the condition (protecting human
rights, for example).
If the Affirmative plan is conditional, Negative teams can
advocate passing the plan without the condition. Popular netbenefits to this counterplan include improving relations with
i]ZiVg\ZiXdjcignVcYVkd^Y^c\i]ZHdkZgZ^\cin<ddY`g^i^`#
If the Affirmative plan is conditional, it is also arguably
competitive for a counterplan to add a condition. Although
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counterplans that simply add items to the plan are normally
not competitive because the permutation to do both would
solve for the benefit of the second action, a permutation to
add a condition is arguably severance because the counterplan
makes the quid pro quo more difficult for the topic country
to accept and arguably severs out of the easier, earlier offer.
Regardless of the merits of the particular counterplans and
the competitiveness of this latter counterplan, conditioning
and deciding not to condition constitute strong Negative
counterplan ground, so all debaters need to be prepared for
this debate.
9dZhi]ZeaVchave to include dialogue?
If the plan is a conditional or quid pro quo engagement,
interaction with China will inherently be part of the plan. If
the plan is unconditional, however, must it still involve some
sort of interaction with the government to be topical? For
example, the U.S. can remove a trade barrier without any
interaction with those governments at all—but do these
actions constitute economic engagement?
One way to think about answering this question is to say
that if the Affirmative wins the debate that unconditional
actions are economic engagement then the plan is topical and
^ciZgVXi^dcl^i]i]Z\dkZgcbZci^hcdigZfj^gZY#=dlZkZg!^h^i
the case that the Affirmative could write a plan that is simply
unconditional, such as providing foreign aid or negotiating a
trade deal, without attaching any conditions but nonetheless
interacting with the government?
Requiring the Affirmative plan to include some interaction
with China’s government does two things for the Negative.
First, it provides a limiting function on the topic by excluding
some cases that do not provide for any interaction. Second,
if the Affirmative plan is really an artificial interaction with
the government, meaning that the interaction is not needed
to do the plan but is only there for the purpose of making
the plan topical, the Negative could read a counterplan to
simply act unilaterally without engaging the government. This
would require them to provide a reason that the artificial
interaction is bad, but as long as the Negative comes up with
some net-benefit (even a simple “Diplomatic Trade-Off”), they
will probably win because the Affirmative will not be able to
defend it as necessary to solve.
L]^aZi]^hegdedhZYÅ^ciZgVXi^dcÆgZfj^gZbZciYdZh]Zaei]Z
Negative, I don’t think it will be that hard for the Affirmative
to find a strong case that requires at least some type of
diplomatic engagement with China’s government to solve.
9dZhi]ZeaVc]VkZidWZedh^i^kZ4
Despite the quality of the evidence that says engagement
can include pressure and Negative incentives, I think a lot
of debaters will argue that engagement must be exclusively
positive for limits purposes.
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First, there is a lot of context evidence indicating that
engagement is positive. Second, there are plenty (at least 100)
proposals for positive/cooperative engagement.
AnaZ?#<daYhiZ^c!BVn&!'%&*#BZZi^c\8]^cV=Va[lVn/
=dlid9Z[jhZi]Z:bZg\^c\J#H#"8]^cVG^kVagn#e#&"'#
<Zdg\ZidlcJc^kZgh^inEgZhh#@^cYaZ:Y^i^dc#
Scholars who research U.S.-China relations on both sides
of the Pacific are nearly universal in concluding that such
a catastrophic conflict today is far from inevitable. But
what they have not done thus far is to provide concrete
intellectual paradigms and accompanying policy proposals
to lead this troubled relationship away from the brink of
disaster. Therefore, this book seeks to be dramatically
different from any other in the field in its treatment of
U.S.-China relations, by explicitly focusing on how to
gZVa^oZcZleVi]hidW^aViZgVaXddeZgVi^dck^VÅXddeZgVi^dc
spirals”—the opposite of an escalation spiral. One hundred
policy proposals are made throughout the chapters of
this book, not because these are the only solutions to
arresting the alarming course toward conflict, but rather to
inaugurate a genuine debate regarding policy solutions to
the most vexing problems in bilateral relations.
Third, Negative teams will argue that restricting the
Affirmative to positive cooperation will limit the topic and
avoid bidirectionality.
So while this essay will cover all approaches, I think this
practical topicality question is something debaters must keep
in mind as they approach the season.

Issues to Engage Over
I devoted a substantial amount of time to the meaning of the
phrase “diplomatic and/or economic engagement” not only
because it establishes what plans can do but also because
it sets up important Negative counterplans and lays the
foundation for important Negative strategy.
In this section, I will review some of the major issues that
the U.S. should arguably engage China over that will likely be
popular Affirmative case areas.
Since the topic simply requires some engagement with
China, teams can really argue for engaging China over any
issue that represents a strong case area. There are proposals
in the literature for “hardline,” “softline,” and various QPQ
approaches.
8a^bViZ8]Vc\Z# China and the U.S. are the world’s two largest
emitters of carbon dioxide and cooperation over the issue
could go a long way toward reducing global climate change.
<^kZci]Vii]ZXa^bViZX]Vc\ZVYkVciV\Z^hd[iZcjhZYid
provide leverage against common kritiks and the overall
strength of warming as an advantage, I suspect proposals to

Eda^Xn9ZWViZ8]^cV
engage China over climate change will be popular Affirmative
plans.
BZgg^iiCooke, 2013!LddYgdlL^ahdc>chi^ijiZ!HjhiV^c^c\
J#H#"8]^cV8ddeZgVi^dc^c8aZVc:cZg\n!HZeiZbWZg
2013, <https://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/
JHT8]^cV'%8ddeZgVi^c'%^c'%8aZVc'%:cZg\nT&#eY[3
DOA: 1-20-16.
I believe this topic is an important one. If the United
States and China find a way to realistically base and sustain
their cooperation in clean energy, they will be addressing
directly 40 percent of the world’s total carbon emissions.
And if together they manage to create a replicable model
of cooperation, they can indirectly help the world address
the remaining 60 percent.
Hdji]8]^cVHZV#There are a number of territorial disputes in
the South China Sea (SCS), including between Brunei, China,
IV^lVc!BVaVnh^V!i]ZE]^a^ee^cZh!VcYK^ZicVb#I]ZgZVgZVahd
disputes over the Spratly and Paracel Islands. Recently, China
has been more aggressive in asserting its territorial claims,
building artificial islands and increasing military activity.
In response to China’s military build-up the U.S. has increased
its military activity in the region, including a number of “sail
throughs” in the SCS. Some policy advocates argue the U.S.
should take a more aggressive approach to containing China
in the SCS and others argue the U.S. needs to take a less
aggressive approach, arguing that its current policy risks an
escalating conflict with China.
Zhang Tuosheng, China Daily, November 12, 2015, Use
‘quiet diplomacy’ to resolve sea issue, DOA: 1-2-16.
<http://europe.chinadaily.com.cn/opinion/2015-11/12/
content_22435699.htm> The author is the director of
research and senior fellow at the China Foundation for
International Strategic Studies.
The South China Sea is one of the busiest sea lanes in
the world used by China, Japan, the Republic of Korea and
many other countries, including the United States, and
keeping it open is in the best interest of all. The shipping
lane has never suffered disruptions despite the disputes
among various countries over islands, reefs, and maritime
rights and interests. Still, the U.S. has a fundamental
disagreement with China over freedom of navigation.
And the real reason for disagreement is the protracted
close-range military reconnaissance and other operations
by the U.S.. Since U.S. actions endanger China’s national
security, the latter is naturally opposed to them. Late last
month, the U.S. further intensified the disagreement over
freedom of navigation by sending its warship to patrol
the waters near the islands where China has carried out
reclamation work. On the handling of South China SeagZaViZY^hhjZh!i]ZL]^iZ=djhZ!i]ZJ#H#9ZeVgibZci
of State and the Department of Defense have some
differing views. But the views of the Defense Department

and the U.S. Pacific Command seem the toughest. Their
belligerent views could be a symbolic stance to satisfy
China bashers and get more budgetary funds. Or, they
could signify their intention of turning the military
operations in the South China Sea into a regular affair,
gradually increasing their scale and intensity. Although
both possibilities are provocative, the latter will greatly
increase the risks of China-U.S. frictions in the South
China Sea. So, while waiting to see what exactly the U.S. is
after, China must prepare for a long-term struggle in case
the U.S. pursues the second path. Compliance or noncompliance with the U.N. Convention on the Law of the
Sea aside, the entry of the U.S. warship into the waters
near China’s islands sends a strong negative signal: that
the U.S. considers China an adversary or even a potential
enemy. … But ignoring China’s promises, the U.S. has been
consolidating its military presence in the South China Sea
by continuing close-range military reconnaissance against
China, interfering in the regional maritime disputes, selling
weapons to Vietnam and other countries, strengthening
its military alliances in the region and regaining its hold
over military bases in the Philippines, and calling for joint
patrols with Japan and other allies from outside Southeast
Asia. By sending guided-missile destroyer USS Lassen
to patrol the waters near China’s islands, the U.S. seems
to indicate that it is ready for a direct military conflict
or confrontation with China. In a classic case of the pot
calling the kettle black, however, it has accused China of
interfering in its exercise of freedom of navigation and
Åb^a^iVg^o^c\Æi]ZgZ\^dcWnXVggn^c\djiXdchigjXi^dcldg`
on its islands. China and the U.S. indeed have serious
differences on the South China Sea issue. But they should
be addressed through dialogue, not through an armed
conflict. Given the emerging risks, therefore, the two
countries need to use “quiet diplomacy” rather than
taking actions that could worsen the situation.
In response to China’s military build-up the U.S. has
increased its military activity in the region, including
a number of “sail throughs” in the SCS. Some policy
advocates argue the U.S. should take a more aggressive
approach to containing China in the SCS and others argue
the U.S. needs to take a less aggressive approach, arguing
that its current policy risks an escalating conflict with
China.
North Korea. China is North Korea’s largest trading
partner and likely has the greatest potential to thwart the
problematic behavior of North Korea, which has recently
tested a nuclear weapon, a ballistic missile, has a 9 million
person army, and has recently made threats against South
Korea. This case would probably struggle on the solvency
question (teams would have to win both that some form
d[Zc\V\ZbZcildjaY^cXZci^k^oZ8]^cVidX]Vc\Zi]Z^g
behavior toward North Korea and then win that China
changing its behavior would induce changes in North
Korea’s behavior), but given the timeliness and magnitude
of the impact, I think these cases will likely be popular.
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For example, one proposal suggests the U.S. could offer to
China that the U.S. would not deploy its troops or nuclear
weapons in North Korea after unification.
=ZcgnGdhZcbdjci!&%"&)"&*!L]Vi7ZiiZgJ#H#"8]^cV
8ddeZgVi^dcB^\]iAdd`a^`Z!1]iie/$$[e^[#dg\$l]Vi"
better-u-s-china-cooperation-might-look-like/> DOA:
4-12-16.
Believing that only even stronger sanctions can bring
North Korea to the negotiating table on nuclear
disarmament, Secretary of State John Kerry is pressing
China to join in imposing them. China, however, is
reluctant to do so, even though it has become sorely
peeved at its neighbor in recent years. One thing the U.S.
could offer in return for Chinese cooperation would be
a pledge not to station any American troops or nuclear
weapons in North Korea when the two countries reunite,
as sooner or later they must. Such a pledge would clearly
restrict our future options, but it is almost certainly worth
the effort.
Taiwan.AZ\VaaneVgid[8]^cV!IV^lVc^hVc^haVcYd÷i]Z:Vhi
XdVhid[8]^cV#>i^hjc^fjZ^ci]Vi^i^hVÅeVgi^VaangZXd\c^oZY
state,” which means that it has its own government, the
capacity to enter into relations with other states, a defined
territory, and a permanent population.
Taiwan has always been a controversial issue in U.S.-China
relations because the U.S. defends Taiwan with arms sales and
\ZcZgVab^a^iVgnhjeedgiWjiYdZhcdigZXd\c^oZIV^lVcVhVc
independent country, as this would collapse relations with
China and risk a war over Taiwan.
Despite an overarching framework for U.S.-Taiwan relations (no
support for Taiwan independence, military support to deter
China’s aggression), there are many proposals to “engage”
China over Taiwan, including increased and decreased arms
sales, collaboration to prevent conflict escalation, and other
proposals to manage relations across multiple actors. One
proposal in this area is to limit U.S. arms sales to Taiwan.
HZnbdgZIdee^c\!9ZXZbWZg'%!'%&&!LdgaYEda^Xn?djgcVa!
China vs. the U.S.: Cooperation Over Competition, Part 5,
<http://www.worldpolicy.org/blog/2011/12/20/china-vsus-cooperation-over-competition-part-5> DOA 4-12-16.
In keeping with the Taiwan Relations Act, the Obama
Administration, like administrations before it, sold this year
a $5.3 billion arms package to Taiwan consisting mainly
of upgrades of Taiwan’s fighter jets. … The deal induced
the usual bitter complaints in China of interference, but
Beijing did not cancel the military-to-military consultations
entirely as it did temporarily last year. In my view, the
sale of arms packages to Taiwan, so irritating to Beijing,
has more significance for the arms industry in the United
States than it does for the balance of power in the Taiwan
Strait. Taiwan is utterly dependent on the United States for
YZ[ZchZV\V^chiVcnBV^caVcYb^a^iVgniV`ZdkZgViiZbei#
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L^i]djii]Vih]^ZaY^ildjaYWZZci^gZankjacZgVWaZidi]Z
[VgbdgZedlZg[jaBV^caVcY[dgXZh!bdgZhdcdll^i]i]Z
cZlWViiZg^Zhd[b^hh^aZaVjcX]Zghh^iZYdci]ZBV^caVcY
pointing at the island. Supplying arms to Taiwan makes
little, if any, difference in the real military balance.
Outer Space. The U.S. and Russia were the original space
powers but China has been aggressively expanding both its
“peaceful” exploration and development of outer space as
well as its military applications. There are various proposals
to work with China to peacefully develop outer space as
well as proposals to work with China to develop approaches
to reduce the risk of military conflict in space. ASATs are
designed to shoot-out the satellites of adversaries, blinding
other countries and making it difficult for those countries to
conduct military operations in the event of a conflict.
Leonard David, June 16, 2015, Space.com, U.S.-China
8ddeZgVi^dc^cHeVXZ/>h^iEdhh^WaZ!L]Vi^h>cHidgZ4
<http://www.space.com/29671-china-nasa-space-stationcooperation.html> DOA: 4-12-16.
It will take presidential leadership to get started on
enhanced U.S.-Chinese cooperation, said John Logsdon,
professor emeritus of political science and international
V÷V^ghViI]Z<Zdg\ZLVh]^c\idcJc^kZgh^inÈhHeVXZEda^Xn
>chi^ijiZ^cLVh]^c\idc!9#8#
ÅI]ZÑghihiZe^hi]ZL]^iZ=djhZldg`^c\l^i]
congressional leadership to get current, unwise restrictions
on such cooperation revoked,” Logsdon told Space.com.
“Then, the United States can invite China to work together
with the United States and other spacefaring countries on
a wide variety of space activities and, most dramatically,
human spaceflight.”
Ad\hYdchV^Yi]ZJ#H#"Hdk^Zi6edaad"HdnjoYdX`^c\VcY
“handshake in space” back in 1975 serves as a history lesson.
“A similar initiative bringing the United States and China
together in orbit would be a powerful indicator of the
intent of the two 21st century superpowers to work
id\Zi]Zgdc:Vgi]VhlZaaVh^cheVXZ!ÆAd\hYdchV^Y#
L]^aZ^i^h^begZhh^kZi]Vi8]^cV]VhWZXdbZi]Zi]^gY
XdjcignidaVjcX]^ihX^i^oZch^ciddgW^i!i]ZXjggZci
state of the Chinese human spaceflight program is about
Zfj^kVaZciidi]ZJ#H#egd\gVb^ci]Z<Zb^c^ZgV!*%nZVgh
ago, Logsdon noted.
“China has much more to learn from the United States in
human spaceflight than the converse,” Logsdon said. “From
the U.S. perspective, the main reason to engage in space
cooperation with China is political, not technical.”
8nWZgHZXjg^in#Cyber security deals with the protection of
computer networks from cyber attacks. Cyber attacks include
efforts to shut-down computer systems, redirect computer

Eda^Xn9ZWViZ8]^cV
systems to more malicious tasks, manipulate the military and
financial systems of other countries, and to steal corporate
secrets. These attacks can be carried out by individuals,
terrorists, and other countries.
Over the last few years, the U.S. has accused China of
engaging in a number of cyberattacks against U.S. corporations
and its military infrastructure. The evidence against China is
arguably very strong.
In the fall of 2015, the Obama Administration reached an
agreement with President Xi in an attempt to improve
cybersecurity, but the agreement was vague and many
observers argue it is not likely to accomplish much. As a
result, there are a variety of proposals to reduce the threat of
cyberattacks from China and to avoid military escalation over
any potential attacks.
;gVcoHiV÷n"<VYYn!DXidWZg(%!'%&*!8Vci]ZJ#H#VcY
China Cooperate on the First (and Last) Line of Cyber
Defense? <http://thediplomat.com/2015/10/can-the-usand-china-cooperate-on-the-first-and-last-line-of-cyberdefense/> DOA: 4-12-16.
For now, the September 2015 China-U.S. cyber agreement
remains the most useful framework for bilateral
cooperation on cyber-related policy issues after the June
2013 Sunnylands summit pledges to deepen cybersecurity
cooperation were abandoned with the U.S. indictment of
ÑkZ8]^cZhZb^a^iVgn]VX`Zgh^cBVn'%&)#IdVkd^YeVhi
mistakes, the rather vague September agreement needs to
be followed up as soon as possible by bilateral meetings
to more clearly define specific venues of cooperation
between China and the United States. And while the
September agreement talks about a meeting of a new
joint China-U.S. high-level government-to-government
working group to combat cybercrime to be held before
the end of the 2015 and biannually in subsequent years,
other initiatives to deepen cooperation between the two
countries need to happen. One possible way to do so is
to strengthen cooperation between the Chinese and U.S.
8dbejiZg:bZg\ZcXnGZhedchZIZVbh8:GIh#>c\ZcZgVa!
8:GIhVgZi]ZÑghiVcYaVhia^cZd[YZ[ZchZ^cegdiZXi^c\
a country’s critical information infrastructure from
cyberattacks and are tasked with coordinating responses to
network intrusions across the nation and beyond.
8]^cVÈh8:GI^hheZX^ÑXVaaniVh`ZYl^i]ÅWj^aY^c\je
the national monitoring, warning, emergency response,
evaluation and public opinion centers for network
security.” It serves as the coordinating body for other
8:GIh^c8]^cVVcYVahdZc\V\Zhl^i]8:GIh^cdi]Zg
countries.
Military-to-Military. The U.S. already has a dominant global
egZhZcXZVcY8]^cVXdci^cjZhidbdYZgc^oZ^ihb^a^iVgnVcY
expand its global presence. As China’s global power rises, it
creates more opportunities for the U.S. and China to come

into conflict. To avoid escalation, there are a number of
proposals for the U.S. and China to develop agreements
to reduce the risk of these conflicts and their potential
escalation.
<j<jda^Vc\!'%&)!9^gZXidg!8ZciZg[dg6gbh8dcigdaVcY
Nonproliferation Studies Institute of American Studies,
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Cooperation and
Differences Between China and the United States in the
field of arms control and nonproliferation, <https://www.
ci^#dg\$bZY^V$eY[h$<jT<jda^Vc\#eY[3 DOA: 4-11-16.
China and the United States should enhance their
strategic reassurance through dialogues at different
levels… It is particularly important to strengthen military
to military relations between the two countries, as
exchanges and dialogues between the U.S. and Chinese
militaries have lagged behind exchanges and dialogues
in other fields. The two sides should strengthen their
communication so as to have better understanding on
their respective threat perceptions, military strategies, and
national defense planning, instead of basing their military
preparation on the “worst case scenario” category.
The military leaders and experts should have in-depth
dialogues on specific issues such as nuclear doctrines
and policies, nuclear security, ballistic missile defense,
outer space, cyber security, military transparency and
etc. The two militaries should enhance their cooperation
in countering terrorism, anti-pirates and U.N. peacekeeping. They should have more regular exchanges of
visits and restore their lab to lab projects. Greater efforts
should be made to remove the three major obstacles,
the concerned provisions of U.S. National Defense
Authorization Act of 2000 in particular, which hinder
further improvement of military to military exchanges
between the two countries.
Trade Deficit. The low cost of producing goods in China
contributes significantly to a trade deficit between the U.S.
and China where the U.S. is purchasing more goods from
China than it exports, arguably threatening the U.S. economy
and its relative superpower strength vis-à-vis China. There are
proposals to resolve this by facilitating U.S. exports.
Against all countries, China currently has a trade surplus of
$600 billion.
8jggZcXn#China has been allowing the devaluation of its
XjggZcXn!i]ZNjVc![dgi]ZaVhic^cZbdci]h#>che^iZd[i]^h!
bdhiVcVanhihi]^c`i]ZNjVc^hbdgZi]Vc&%dkZgkVajZY
against the U.S. dollar.
China has continued to cut its currency because the
government and investors borrowed trillions of dollars during
the great recession and spent it on “uncompetitive factories
and ghost cities” (Rubino, 2016). Now these companies and
governments that own these assets are facing bankruptcy.
The only way for China to deal with this is to lower the value
d[i]ZNjVcidgZYjXZYdbZhi^XYZWih#
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A devalued currency means foreign countries can buy Chinese
goods more cheaply, and, since the cost of importing goods
rises, it protects domestic Chinese producers. This contributes
substantially to the trade deficit problem discussed above.
The problem is that this could lead to a domino effect as
other countries lower their currencies to be more competitive
with China. This would contribute to an artificial relative spike
in the U.S. dollar, and that would “in turn swell the value of
dollar-denominated commodities and corporate debt —
which would likely grind global growth to a halt” (Rosenfeld,
2016).
Advocates like former Representative Bill Owen argue we need
to pressure China to reduce its currency devaluation (Owens,
2015).
Human rights. One objective of U.S. policy approaches
toward China has always been to push China in the direction
of greater respect for human rights. Trade is likely the lever
used to pressure China to move in this direction. Teams may
claim general human rights advantages or claim to solve
specific instances of human rights abuses, such as the central
government’s treatment of Tibet.
Nuclear Power and Proliferation. China is an advanced
manufacturer of nuclear energy technology and China often
exports this technology in order to make money. These
exports could support the development of nuclear weapons
^cXdjcig^ZhhjX]Vh>gVcVcYEV`^hiVc#:c\V\^c\8]^cVbVn
encourage it to reduce this dangerous nuclear trade.
Recently, the U.S. and China have made pledges and
entered into agreements on nuclear energy cooperation (123
agreements), so a critical component of a case in this area is
finding evidence that more needs to be done.
:medgi8dcigdah#:medgiXdcigdaha^b^ii]ZhVaZd[VYkVcXZY
technologies to countries such as China in order to prevent
them from developing military applications that could threaten
the U.S. and its allies. Some scholars argue for reducing these
controls.
6YVbHZ\Va!'%%)!<gZZcWZg\HZc^dg;Zaadl[dg8]^cV
Studies and Director of the Digital and Cyberspace Policy
Egd\gVb!'%%!LVh]^c\idcFjVgiZgan!EgVXi^XVa:c\V\ZbZci/
a Fine-Line for U.S.-China trade, <http://www.cfr.org/
china/practical-engagement-drawing-fine-line-us-chinatrade/p7063> DOA: 4-11-16.
The most effective response to this new paradigm is
to maintain the embargo on the sale of military items
and a small but very crucial handful of dual-use items,
while relaxing controls on most advanced commercial
technologies. This policy will further integrate China into
the international system and, more importantly, help
preserve the U.S. comparative advantage in technological
innovation, thus assuring continued U.S. technological
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superiority. The arms and defense technology embargo
i]Vii]ZJc^iZYHiViZhVcYi]Z:jgdeZVcJc^dc^bedhZY
on China after the 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre should
gZbV^c^ceaVXZ#9Zhe^iZgZXZci;gZcX]XaV^bhi]Vii]Z:JÈh
ban is outdated and should be lifted, the United States
should continue to cooperate with and, when necessary,
egZhhjgZ:jgdeZVchjeea^ZghidbV^ciV^cVXdbbdceda^Xn
with the United States. The United States has taken some
tentative steps toward lifting controls on the sales of
advanced commercial technologies, such as lifting the ban
on the export of some types of supercomputers, but more
can be done to ensure that U.S. technology producers are
VWaZidZmead^igVe^YanX]Vc\^c\bVg`Zih#>cV\adWVa^oZY
world, excessive unilateral export controls risk harming U.S.
access to critical markets and, therefore, U.S. innovative
capacity.
Environmental Issues. Climate change will likely be the
dominant issue addressed by teams that wish to focus on
the environment, but other environmental problems that
could be addressed include air pollution, acid rain, and water
edaaji^dc#L^i]&W^aa^dc eZdeaZVcYVcZXdcdbni]Vi^h
working to move out of “developing country” status, the
environment is not in the best shape and there are many
proposals for efforts to strengthen cooperation with China
to improve it. One potential area for cooperation is oil drilling
safety:
AnaZ<daYhiZ^c'%&*!BZZi^c\8]^cV=Va[lVn/=dl
id9Z[jhZi]Z:bZg\^c\J#H#"8]^cVG^kVagne#&')#
<Zdg\ZidlcJc^kZgh^inEgZhh#@^cYaZ:Y^i^dc#
The United States should focus on maritime spill
mitigation in enhancing environmental and civil maritime
cooperation with China. This chapter began with the
assertion that it is not simply coincidental that China
suffered a giant oil spill in the midst of the “green city” of
Dalian at the same time (summer 2010) as the United States
was engaged in the BP crisis and the resulting vast cleanup
d[he^aaZYd^a^ci]Z<ja[d[BZm^Xd#>chd[VgVhd^aVcY
natural gas will continue to play vital roles in both these
economies for the foreseeable future, it is imperative that
these fossil fuels are extracted from the sea floor in the
safest manner and using the most ecologically sensible
safeguards. In this area U.S. technology and practices will
be of huge interest to the relevant Chinese agencies and
companies. At the same time, and given the regrettably
common occurrence of spills in Chinese waters, U.S.
practitioners will also gain from having access to China’s
widening experience in this area, for example, through
i]ZjhZd[ZmiZch^kZXVhZhijY^Zh#BdgZdkZg!VhjcYZghZV
drilling expands to previously inaccessible areas (e.g., the
Arctic) and sensitive domains (e.g., the South China Sea), it
will be especially important to have developed integrated
and interdependent commercial and official networks that
can ease mistrust and enhance cooperation to benefit the
world’s endangered oceans in a new era of technologyenabled exploitation of its resources.
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Out of Area. As the discussion of North Korea demonstrates,
the resolution in no way limits Affirmative cases to those that
deal with problems in China. It is topical for the U.S. to engage
8]^cVdkZgVcn^hhjZ!^cXajY^c\i]ZB^YYaZ:Vhii]^c`Hng^V!
>gVf!VcYi]Z<ja[6gZV!kVg^djhgZ\^dcVaY^hejiZhVcYgZhdjgXZ
issues in Africa, ties with Russia, and China’s growing influence
in Latin America. Strategic considerations aside, the breadth of
the topic really includes the entire world, because China is a
global power.
=ZgZVgZVXdjeaZd[hdakZcXnXVgYh#
Africa:
AnaZ<daYhiZ^c'%&*!BZZi^c\8]^cV=Va[lVn/=dl
id9Z[jhZi]Z:bZg\^c\J#H#"8]^cVG^kVagne#&)-#
<Zdg\ZidlcJc^kZgh^inEgZhh#@^cYaZ:Y^i^dc#
The United States should propose enlarged U.S.China military engagement in the sphere of military
bZY^X^cZl^i]V[dXjhdc6[g^XV#I]ZXjggZci:WdaV8g^h^h
powerfully demonstrates the imperative for greater global
engagement in Africa’s health situation, as well as the
ediZci^Va[dgLVh]^c\idcVcY7Z^_^c\idheZVg]ZVYi]ZhZ
efforts. Both the United States and China have large and
well-developed military medical establishments. In each
country, these military medical institutions enjoy high
prestige for professionalism, high-quality care, and the
unique ability to offer large-scale care in extremely austere
conditions when called upon to do so, as they have each
YZbdchigViZY^ci]Z'%&):WdaV8g^h^h#7di]cVi^dchYZeadn
military medical units around the world, and especially in
the developing world, to offer medical aid. Undoubtedly,
Wdi]LVh]^c\idcVcY7Z^_^c\a^`Zan]VkZjaiZg^dgbdi^kZh
beyond altruism, not least competing for “hearts and
minds” to outperform the other superpower in the grand
game to increase their respective influence. The United
States has engaged in such a form of military medical
diplomacy for decades, and undoubtedly much good
has been done, though the effort has not been entirely
without missteps. Africa is a natural focal point of such
efforts. China has radically increased its capabilities in this
VgZcVYjg^c\i]ZaVhiYZXVYZ#L^i]i]ZdcanejgedhZ"Wj^ai
naval hospital ship in the world, Beijing has dispatched this
unique vessel recently to both Africa and Latin America
to deliver medical aid to needy countries. Arguably, a
competitive approach to delivering aid between the
two superpowers could actually benefit the developing
ldgaY#=dlZkZg!VbdgZXddeZgVi^kZVeegdVX]ldjaY
have the benefit of integrating the efforts, preventing
gZYjcYVcX^Zh!Vaadl^c\[dgheZX^Va^oVi^dc!VcY\ZcZgVaan
offering the developing world the prospect that the two
superpowers could work toward the common objectives
of development and better health, as suggested by the
example given at the start of this chapter. A joint patrol by
hospital ships from the Chinese and U.S. navies along the
African coast could have immense symbolic importance
for the bilateral relationship more generally. Indeed, the
two navies have already engaged in regular educational

exchanges between hospital ship personnel. In the current
:WdaV8g^h^h!i]Zild]dhe^iVah]^ehXdjaYldg`^ciVcYZb
d÷i]ZXdVhid[LZhi6[g^XVid[dgbVegdm^bViZhV[Z
haven for infected medical aid workers— a step that could
plausibly boost the morale of those risking their lives on
the front lines of the crisis.
Middle East:
9dj\7VcYdl!86ID>chi^ijiZ!'%&*!=jöc\idcEdhi!
America and China Face the 21st Century: Replace
Confrontation with Cooperation, <http://www.
huffingtonpost.com/doug-bandow/america-and-chinaface-th_b_7785546.html> DOA: 4-12-16.
:ahZl]ZgZi]ZXVhZh\Ziidj\]Zg#>ci]ZB^YYaZ:Vhi
<daYhiZ^cZcYh]^hXddeZgVi^dche^gVal^i]i]ZJ#H#
pressuring Israel to sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty and
8]^cVejh]^c\>gVcidgZXd\c^oZ>hgVZa#LdcYZg[ja^YZVh!
but likely to face massive resistance by the other countries
^ckdakZY#GZ\VgY^c\>cY^V!<daYhiZ^cldjaY]VkZ8]^cVWVX`
Delhi’s membership on the U.N. Security Council and the
U.S. president shun the Dali Lama and halt drone strikes in
Pakistan. Big ideas worthy of debate, but, again, not easy
to achieve.

Advantage Areas
I normally address the primary advantage areas in more detail,
but given the breadth of the topic I will run through them
quickly.
I do think the stronger cases will claim advantages that are
likely intrinsic to engaging China, such as U.S.-China relations,
China’s economic development, containing China, and the
avoidance of U.S.-military conflict with China.
There are, however, other advantages. Beyond the issues
already discussed, these include China-Russia relations, ChinaJapan relations, U.S. power projection in Asia, the security of
sea lanes, U.S. global hegemony (both hard and soft power),
U.S. military readiness, China conventional force readiness,
8]^cVcjXaZVgbdYZgc^oVi^dc!iZggdg^hb!8]^cVJ#H#^cÒjZcXZ
^ci]ZB^YYaZ:VhiVcYAVi^c6bZg^XV![gZZigVYZWdi]gZ\^dcVa
and global), nuclear proliferation, and China’s global soft power.
Basically, since China is a global power, every impact you have
ever seen read will likely become an impact on this topic.

Disadvantages
In the discussion of the likely case areas, I didn’t focus
on likely plan mechanisms. I do think that methods of
engagement that either increase or decrease pressure on
China (and ones that do both) are likely topical/considered to
be engagement, though some good T debaters will be good
at winning “interpretation”/ limits debates in either direction.
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Regardless, however, most plans will move in one direction
(increased or decreased pressure) and this creates
opportunities to start thinking about strategy. The beginning
of that is thinking about disadvantages that link to increased
pressure and those that link to decreased pressure / more
accommodating approaches.
Increased Pressure Disadvantages
8]^cZhZ8dbbjc^hiEVgin88EHiVW^a^in# If China were to
change its policies in response to U.S. pressure, this could
undermine the legitimacy of the CCP and/or contribute to
governmental infighting. This could undermine the ability of
the CCP to implement particular economic reforms, make
it more aggressive internationally, or accelerate military
development. In the past, some teams have even argued this
could lead to the collapse of the CCP.
J#H#"8]^cVGZaVi^dch#<gZViZgegZhhjgZdc8]^cVldjaYa^`Zan
lead to disruptions in U.S.-China relations. There is a lot of
good impact evidence that claims that strong U.S.-China
relations are important to resolve many different global
problems. As just discussed, strong U.S.-China relations could
also undermine China-Russia relations and teams could argue
it is bad for China and Russia to have strong relations.
Decreased Pressure Disadvantages

defense funding and to counter any Obama administration
ViiZbeiidXdchigjXi^kZanZc\V\Z8]^cV#:kZci]ZJ#H#"
China climate change and clean energy cooperation
joint announcement was denounced, with Republicans
complaining that China would not be required to make
changes for sixteen years.
=jbVcG^\]ihAZVYZgh]^e# The uniqueness for this will be
difficult to win, but positively engaging China may undercut
U.S. leadership on human rights, undermining U.S. global
human rights promotion. Similarly, teams may argue that
positive engagement may undermine U.S. leadership on global
democracy, threatening democracy worldwide.
88EHiVW^a^in# This disadvantage also links to softline
approaches that claim to change China’s behavior in particular
areas because those changes could be seen as caving in to the
LZhi#
Gjhh^V"8]^cV6aa^VcXZ#Reducing pressure on China could
cause China to align more with the U.S., reducing China’s
cooperation with Russia. The impacts include arguments as to
why it is good for China and Russia to develop strong ties.
Japan. Softline policies, particularly military softline policies,
could anger and scare Japan and other U.S. allies in the region
that rely on the U.S. to contain China.
9^hVYkVciV\ZhHeZX^ÑXid>ciZgVXi^c\l^i]8]^cV

8]^cV6\\gZhh^dc# There is an entire body of literature
devoted to the question of whether or not the U.S. should
contain China. Containment advocates argue that we need a
strong posture vis-à-vis China in order to deter China’s military
aggression. This disadvantage will argue that going “soft” on
China will encourage China’s aggression.
Smith (2015) argues that engagement of China that is aimed at
integrating China economically has failed because of China’s
perceptions of U.S. relative decline, a growth in assertive
Chinese nationalism, and increased repression.
U.S. Elections. Approaches toward China that are “soft” will
likely be bashed by Republicans as threatening U.S. military
and economic interests. Teams will argue this bashing will
make it more likely the Republicans will win and that a
Republican victory will be bad.
J#H#Eda^i^XVa8Ve^iVa# Pushing “soft” approaches toward China
through Congress is likely to burn Presidential political capital.
Similarly, unilateral actions by the President are also likely to
alienate at least the Republican side of Congress and burn
capital.
BVgVaCddg^!J#H#>chi^ijiZd[EZVXZ!6j\jhi'%&*!
Overcoming Barriers to U.S.-China Cooperation, <http://
www.usip.org/sites/default/files/PB192-OvercomingBarriers-to-U.S.-China-Cooperation.pdf> DOA: 4-11-16.
Political interests undermine the bilateral relationship.
U.S. hard-liners fear an increasingly powerful China. The
b^a^iVgni]gZVi^hjhZYWdi]idgVi^dcVa^oZ^cXgZVh^c\J#H#
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As discussed in the topicality section, there is a strong
negative topicality argument that says the plan needs to
involve some interaction with China in order to constitute
engagement.
L]^aZbVcnY^hVYkVciV\ZhXVca^c`idi]ZdjiXdbZd[i]Z
engagement, there are two that are relatively unique to the
engagement.
The first, and best, is Diplomatic Capital. This disadvantage
argues that when the U.S. negotiates with China that it
consumes the resources and focus of the Department of State
and that the DOS would be better off using the resources to
work toward the resolution of another crisis, such as the one
in Syria.
Similarly, it may be possible to spin a unique link story for the
CCP stability disadvantage that argues that interacting with
the U.S. may produce some political disruption.
=jbVcg^\]ihVcYYZbdXgVXnaZVYZgh]^ebVnVahdWZ
undermined by interacting with China.
Disadvantages that Aren’t Specific to a Type of Plan
There are many disadvantages that stem from the result of the
plan rather than the adoption / implementation of the plan.
The plan might increase China’s economic growth, but Chinese
growth might trigger inflation, or destroy the environment
VcYhjeedgib^a^iVgnbdYZgc^oVi^dc#H^b^aVgan!i]ZeaVcbVn

Eda^Xn9ZWViZ8]^cV
hadlYdlc8]^cVÈhXdckZci^dcVa[dgXZbdYZgc^oVi^dc!Wjii]Vi
bVnhjeedgi\gZViZgcjXaZVgbdYZgc^oVi^dc!l]^X]bVnWZ
ldghZ#H^b^aVgan!^[8]^cVÈhcjXaZVgbdYZgc^oVi^dcYZXa^cZh!^i
may shift to a stronger conventional force posture. This may
make military conflict more likely. Similarly, teams may claim
to restrain the development of nuclear weapons but others
may argue that nuclear proliferation is good. Others may claim
to sustain or increase U.S. global hegemony, but Negative
teams may argue this makes conflict more likely.
Impact turn strategies can represent good strategic choices
when there are a limited number of common advantages
on a topic and the total number of likely add-ons that any
Affirmative team is likely to read will be limited. If not, it is
difficult for teams relying on impact turns to at least play
enough defense on all of the other advantages so that the
impact turns can outweigh if they win them.

8djciZgeaVch
Discussion of counterplan opportunities is another
opportunity to consider strategically.
ÅHd[i:c\V\ZbZciÆ8djciZgeaVch. In 2005-2006, the college
policy debate resolution focused on the question of whether
or not the U.S. should increase its pressure on China. The
topic was unidirectional – the Aff had to be mean to China in
order to exact some concession.
It was tough to be Affirmative that year. Negative teams
frequently ran counterplans to achieve the same results by
being (super) nice to China and then read disadvantages
such as CCP stability and relations as net-benefits to the
counterplan. The Negative could always add in a long list
of very nice rewards that it would offer China to change its
behavior.
EgZhhjgZ8djciZgeaVch. If the Affirmative is soft on China,
Negative teams can counterplan to use pressure to obtain the
hVbZgZhjaih!jh^c\i]Z8dciV^cbZci<ddYVcYi]Z:aZXi^dch$
Politics disadvantages as net-benefits.
I do think the solvency evidence for this counterplan is not as
good as the general engagement solvency, so I think that most
teams will turn to more softline approaches.
Jc^aViZgVaEda^Xn8]Vc\Z8djciZgeaVch. Rather than directly
engage China, the U.S. could make a policy change unilaterally.
The net-benefits to this counterplan are Diplomatic Capital
and any other disadvantages that can be uniquely linked to
interacting with the Chinese government (potentially CCP
stability and human rights/democracy leadership).
This counterplan will be very effective against any case that
interacts with China solely for the purpose of being topical.
For example, cases that reduce U.S. export controls could be
done without any interaction with China, but some plans may
interact with China in an artificial way for topicality purposes.

Add a condition counterplans. The U.S. could make a QPQ
deal with China that has either a positive condition (doing
something nice for China if they go along) or a negative
condition (a penalty if they fail to go along). Regardless of the
type of condition, it is arguably competitive to either change
or add condition(s), as those changes would sever out of
the original offer. The net-benefit would be some better or
additional solvency for the case.
6YkVciV\Z8djciZgeaVch# Advantage counterplans are simply
counterplans that solve the various Affirmative advantages
l^i]djiZc\V\^c\8]^cV. Net-benefits are the various
disadvantages to engagement (hardline or softline).
EgdXZhh8djciZgeaVch#BdgZVcYbdgZVc\hi]VhWZZc
developing against process counterplans, but they are still
popular in debate. The basic idea is that rather than adopt
the plan (as the Affirmative proposes) is that the plan is is first
sent through some process, which, the Negative will say, will
inevitably lead to its adoption. For example, the Negative
may propose that some U.S.-China commission consider the
counterplan and that such consideration will improve U.S.China relations and lead to its adoption.
=^hidg^XVaan!dcZd[i]ZbdhiedejaVgegdXZhhXdjciZgeaVch^h
the Consult counterplan. This counterplan argues that the plan
should be proposed to a country that is likely to support its
adoption, but since the counterplan gives the country a veto
over the plan that this veto opportunity will likely strengthen
relations with said country. But, of course, in the end the
country will support the plan and it will be adopted.
If you are a Policy debater, it is always good to have a process
counterplan in the hopper at the beginning of the year in
order to have a potentially winning strategy against any case
you are debating.

Kritiks
I think that kritiks are becoming less relevant to overall
“strategy” because the Policy Debate community is becoming
more divided between those who engage in more traditional
policy debate and those who read kritiks as “one-off” positions
and only “kritik.” The emergence of the new all-kritik labs at
summer camps only reify this trend.
L]^aZ[VXidg^c\i]Z`g^i^`^ciddkZgVaahigViZ\nXdch^YZgVi^dch
has become less relevant, the presence of the kritik has only
grown and, at the very least, people need to be prepared to
debate the most popular ones.
8Ve^iVa^hb# Probably the most popular kritik in debate, there
are strong links that are focused around the idea that engaging
China and promoting relations would promote capitalism and
neoliberal development.
One important strategy note is that the Capitalism K is also
useful to Negative teams that want to fight off performance
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Affirmatives, as there is good evidence that addressing
economic oppression is essential to solve oppression. There
is also an entire body of literature that argues that racial
oppression cannot be solved until economic inequality is
addressed.

win that engagement must be softline, they can counterplan
with a hardline approach, using Politics and U.S.-China
relations bad as net-benefits. If they can win that it must be
entirely softline, they can counterplan with a general softline
approach but a hardline QPQ condition.

Anti-Blackness. This is really not my wheelhouse, but I
can imagine several applications of anti-blackness to the
resolution. One, China is anti-black and, therefore, we should
not engage it. Two, the international relations system is antiblack, so engaging it should not be supported. Three, the plan
supports the global economic system, which is also anti-black.
Certain representations and policies themselves may also be
anti-black.

L]^aZ^ibVnWZY^öXjaiida^b^i6ögbVi^kZXVhZhidZ^i]Zg
hardline or softline approaches, teams will likely be successful
at limiting plans to those that involve some interaction with
China. Not only does this limit the breadth of topical changes,
but it also sets-up a counterplan to change U.S. policy without
engaging China, using Diplomatic capital as the net-benefit.
This functionally limits the topic. And, if the “add a condition”
counterplan is competitive, that counterplan strategically
limits the topic.

H]jcc^c\ $=jbVcG^\]ih# As discussed in the case section, U.S.
policy toward China has most often included consideration
for how U.S. policies could encourage China to have greater
respect for human rights. One way this argument manifests
itself on the Negative is to argue that the U.S. should not
engage China because of its human rights abuses. There is
a “shunning” argument that claims it is immoral to engage
countries that promote human rights.

8dcXajh^dc
China is a great area for a topic. Since China is an emerging
superpower that interacts with the U.S. on the global stage on
a daily basis, the topic intersects many important issues that I
believe many will find quite interesting.

L]^aZ>]VkZ[dXjhZYVadidcCZ\Vi^kZhigViZ\n!6ögbVi^kZ
teams should think through these arguments when choosing
a case, as defeating these core Negative arguments will be
an essential element of their strategy. These strategies will
make many Affirmative cases non-strategic, but the potential
breadth of the topic should create adequate ground for the
Affirmative to choose the most strategic approaches.

Additional References

L]^aZi]ZWgZVYi]d[i]Zide^XbZVchi]VihijYZcihbjhiWZ
prepared to debate a variety of issues, this breadth may also
be overwhelming even to the most dedicated debater.

Owens, B. (2015, August 20). Time to take action against
Chinese currency manipulation. <http://thehill.com/blogs/
pundits-blog/finance/251534-time-to-take-action-againstchinese-currency-manipulation> DOA: 4-11-16.

Being prepared on the Negative will require debaters to think
strategically in order to be able to confront a number of cases
with common and applicable generics that support some case
heZX^ÑXhigViZ\^o^c\!eVgi^XjaVganVhi]ZnZVg\dZhdc#

GdhZc[ZaY!:#'%&+#8]^cZhZnjVc/=ZgZÈhl]ViÈh]VeeZc^c\id
the currency. <http://www.cnbc.com/2016/01/07/chineseyuan-heres-whats-happening-to-the-currency.html> DOA:
4-11-16.

I]Zbdhi^bedgiVcilVnidhiVgii]VihigViZ\^o^c\^hidi]^c`
about what it means to participate in economic and/or
Y^eadbVi^XZc\V\ZbZcil^i]8]^cV#L]^aZÅZXdcdb^XVcY$
or diplomatic” won’t provide much of a useful strategic limit,
debaters who are effective at winning topicality arguments
that the plan should be limited to either softline or hardline
approaches (and topicality debaters may be able to fit certain
QPQ strategies into those categories), they can then develop
strategies against topical approaches. For example, if they can
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Beyond these functional and strategic limits, Negative teams
can also take advantage of process counterplans and a number
of strong kritiks to fight off a variety of Affirmative cases.
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